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We numerically study long pulse supercontinuum generation in a photonic crystal fiber with two zero-
dispersion wavelengths, reporting a dynamical effect where soliton collisions excite dispersive waves with 1 
order of magnitude greater peak power than that arising from single-soliton generation. The dispersive 
wave peak power exhibits extreme-value “rogue” characteristics, with the long tail of the distribution popu-
lated by collision-related events. 
Supercontinuum (SC) generation in a photonic crys-
tal fiber (PCF) with two zero-dispersion wavelengths
(ZDWs) can lead to novel dynamics owing to the in-
fluence of a negative dispersion slope on soliton
propagation [1–3]. A particular effect when pumping
between the ZDWs in the anomalous dispersion re-
gime using femtosecond pulses is the stabilization of
the Raman self-frequency shift when solitons ejected
from the SC approach the second ZDW and shed en-
ergy through dispersive wave radiation into the long-
wavelength normal dispersion regime. The dynamics
of this process is preserved even with long pulse
pumping in the picosecond and cw regime [4,5]. Long-
pulse SC generation has also been of recent interest,
because the development of the SC from noise-
induced modulation instability (MI) leads to large
amplitude optical rogue wave or “rogue soliton” fluc-
tuations [6–10]. In this Letter, we report on a feature
of long pulse SC generation in a PCF with two ZDWs,
whereby collisions between solitons with different
wavelengths induce the generation of extremely
large-amplitude “giant” dispersive waves (DWs) in
the normal dispersion regime. Such collision-induced
DWs are rare, but they can have peak power more
than 1 order of magnitude larger than those emitted
by single solitons. The distribution of the DW peak
power exhibits the L-shape characteristic of rogue
wave statistics, and we confirm that the extended tail
of the distribution arises from the collision-induced
events.

Our simulations consider SC generation in a com-
mercially available PCF (Crystal Fibre NL-PM-750)
with ZDWs at 790 nm and 1260 nm. Figure 1 shows
the dispersion profile, and we used a nonlinear coef-
ficient �=0.1 W−1m−1 at a 900 nm pump wavelength.
We simulate 200 W peak power, 4 ps FWHM sech2

pulses propagating in 1.8 m of PCF using standard
numerical techniques to solve the generalized nonlin-
ear Schrödinger equation [5]. Modeling includes the
Raman effect, the frequency-dependent effective
area, and a one-photon-per-mode noise background.
To study the DW stochastic properties, we generated
an ensemble of 1000 simulations using different

noise seeds.
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Our results show spectra spanning from
800–1400 nm, but the effect of noise yields signifi-
cant differences in structure between different real-
izations in the ensemble. Figure 1 plots two particu-
lar results: Fig. 1(a) shows an event close to the
median SC broadening, associated with an emitted
DW around 1500 nm, while Fig. 1(b) shows a rare
event in the ensemble where the DW extends signifi-
cantly further to a longer wavelength around
1540 nm. Significantly, inspecting the corresponding
temporal profiles (filtering above 1400 nm) shows
that the peak power of the DW associated with the
extended spectrum exceeds by 1 order of magnitude
that of the low-power median case.

The results in Fig. 1(b) are unexpected, because
the DW peak power when generated by a resonantly
phase-matched single soliton typically decreases with
wavelength shift into the normal dispersion region
[11]. To investigate the origin of the high-amplitude

Fig. 1. Spectra and temporal profiles of DW components
for two events in the ensemble: (a) a low-power DW and (b)
a giant DW associated with a soliton collision. The spectra
are referred to the dispersion curve (top) with the dashed

lines indicating the ZDWs.



DWs in more detail, we carefully examined the spec-
tral and temporal characteristics of all the results in
the ensemble. To this end, we (i) performed numeri-
cal filtering to isolate the DW components in the nor-
mal dispersion regime above 1400 nm then (ii) deter-
mined the wavelength of maximum amplitude and
the peak power of the corresponding temporal pulse.
Figure 2(a) plots these results, and we clearly see a
clustering of generated DWs that follow the expected
trend where increased wavelength shift is associated
with reduced peak power. However, we also see a sec-
ondary population of events where the peak power at
a given wavelength is significantly displaced relative
to the region of heavy clustering. Indeed, we note a
very small number of events at a much higher peak
power �20–60 W� and/or larger detuning into the
normal dispersion region �1500–1600 nm�. Figure
2(b) plots the corresponding peak power histogram,
showing that the high-power events with peak pow-
ers exceeding 20 W lead to a significantly extended
distribution tail.

Further analysis allows us to identify very differ-
ent propagation dynamics associated with these two
classes of events. In particular, we find that higher
peak power DWs in the scatter plot in Fig. 2(a) do not
arise from single-soliton dynamics, but they instead
involve the collision between two solitons emerging
from the noisy SC. Our analysis was based on
manual inspection of the evolution and/or output
spectrograms for each run in the ensemble, where
the time-frequency dynamics clearly show the differ-
ence between single soliton and collision induced
events (see also Fig. 4). This is because a collision
generates a DW only at the point of collision and at a
wavelength far from the ZDW, whereas single-soliton
DW generation around the second ZDW occurs over
an extended propagation distance [1]. We also note
that the presence of the second ZDW significantly
modifies the single-soliton dynamics [10] such that
rogue wave statistics as in [6] are not observed here.
Figure 2(a) distinguishes the DWs generated by
single solitons (black circles) from those generated as
a result of soliton collisions [gray circles (red online)],
and it is clear that the higher amplitude events are
generated only from the effect of collisions. This is a
significant observation in that it allows us to associ-

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Scatter plot of DW peak power
versus wavelength for all results in the ensemble using fil-
tering above 1400 nm. Black circles are events from single-
soliton DW generation. Gray circles (red online) are events
from soliton collisions. (b) Corresponding histogram plot-

ting DW peak power distribution.
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ate a particular physical process (soliton collision)
with the generation of the high-power events in the
tail of the associated histograms.

Figure 3 shows the mechanism of collision-induced
DW generation in more detail. Here we consider the
case of Fig. 1(b), but we have checked that near-
identical propagation dynamics are observed for all
events indicated by gray circles in Fig. 2(a). Figure
3(a) plots the temporal evolution, illustrating how
initial MI on the pulse envelope leads to a series of
periodic subpulses (emerging around 0.5 m), which
recent work has shown can be described in terms of
Akhmediev breathers [12]. Beyond this distance, the
breather structures subsequently evolve into distinct
solitons, and it is the dynamics in this phase of evo-
lution that yields the collision events of interest. The
inset highlights one particular collision, and Fig. 3(b)
shows a more detailed view to illustrate the signifi-
cantly higher field intensity attained as a result. The
simultaneous emission of a strong DW is also clearly
seen.

We obtain further insight by examining the colli-
sion process in the time-frequency domain. Figure 4
plots the calculated spectrograms around the point of
collision, using a 200 fs gate function to more clearly
isolate the spectral dynamics. The corresponding
temporal intensity profiles (spanning 300 fs) are plot-
ted alongside. At 1.6 m prior to the collision [Fig.
4(a)], we see two 30 fs FWHM solitons with 100 fs
separation. The solitons have central wavelengths of
1090 and 1140 nm, but their 45 nm bandwidths
mean that they spectrally overlap, resulting in spec-
tral modulation as seen in the figure. Their different
group velocities yield a collision at 1.7 m [Fig. 4(b)],
and we see how the superposition field is compressed
to 15 fs, with peak power over four times higher than
the individual solitons before and after the collision
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c). Significantly, this allows us to
physically interpret the generation of the large-
amplitude DW in terms of both increased power of
the superposition field and increased spectral exten-
sion into the normal dispersion regime. This is in
contrast to collision-induced DWs as in [3], where the
collision plays an indirect role by enhancing the red-
shift experienced by one of the solitons which then
emits a DW near the fiber output.

We stress that no radiation is emitted by indi-
vidual solitons before or after the collision, and thus
the large amplitude DW can be unambiguously at-
tributed to the collision. This is because the indi-

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Temporal evolution showing how
MI is followed by soliton emergence. The inset in (a) and

the 3D plot in (b) show a collision event in more detail.



vidual soliton wavelengths before and after the colli-
sion are too far from the ZDW to phase match DW
generation; it is precisely the increase in bandwidth
and peak power during the collision that allows the
DW phase-matching condition to be satisfied. Also in
this context, we note that the peak power and wave-
length of the giant DW are determined by both the
peak power and wavelength of the collision field. In
fact, we have checked that the DW wavelength is ac-
curately predicted if one uses the standard phase-
matching condition for DW generation using the
peak power of the soliton superposition field attained
during the collision and center wavelength taken as
the most redshifted of the colliding solitons. These
are shown as the dashed lines above 1500 nm in
Fig. 4.

Of course the distance at which the collision occurs
also influences the output DW peak power, because
DWs generated earlier disperse over a greater dis-

Fig. 4. (Color online) Spectrograms at propagation dis-
tances as shown to illustrate collision-induced DW genera-
tion in the time-frequency domain. The spectrogram gate
function was 200 fs duration. The dashed line above
1500 nm shows the calculated phase-matching wavelength
as described in the text.
3

tance and have reduced peak power at the fiber out-
put. In general the collision-induced DWs detected at
the fiber output exhibit a peak power, which is a de-
creasing function of the observed wavelength shift
both because the collisions yielding DWs at larger
wavelength shifts typically occur at shorter propaga-
tion distances and because DWs generated further
from the ZDW experience larger dispersion. In con-
trast, only a small number of soliton collisions occur
between solitons closer to the ZDW near the fiber
output, explaining the rarity of DW events with the
highest peak powers.

Our results here have demonstrated the process of
soliton collision-induced giant DW generation in a
PCF with two ZDWs. The corresponding peak power
distribution exhibits extreme-value statistics, and a
significant feature of our results has been the unam-
biguous association of these “rogue” events with the
collision dynamics. Although we have discussed the
generation of such rogue dispersive waves at longer
wavelengths beyond the second ZDW point, a similar
effect should in principle be observed on the short-
wavelength normal dispersion regime, or even in the
case of a fiber with single ZDW. Our results also sug-
gest that when accompanied by numerical simula-
tions, the statistical analysis of DW amplitude and
wavelength may provide a useful signature of the
presence of soliton collisions in noisy SC generation
even when direct measurements are not possible.
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